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ABSTRACT 
Negative answers will be given to two open problems on cross-positive matrices 
that are proposed by Schneider and Vidyasagar in their joint paper [l]. 
In their joint paper [l], Schneider and Vidyasagar proposed five open 
problems on cross-positive matrices. Elsner gave positive answers to Prob- 
lems 3 and 4. In this short note the author will give negative answers to 
Problems 2 and 5. Problem 2 is the main open problem in [l]. 
Counter-example: Let C be the cone in R3 given by 
It can be seen that the dual cone C* of C is 
The boundary aC of C consists of two parts as shown in Fig. 1: the face 
spanned by (1, 0, l)=, ( - LO, l)=, and the curved surface with vectors of the 
foyey=( Yl~YZ,Y3K y;+ yz”= Y32, Y2, Y3>0* 
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FIG. 1. 
We are going to show that A E Z’( C), but A ET;(C) and A r B Z’( C*). 
Each y = ( Yl, YZ? !/JT . m the curved surface of aC is orthogonal to a unique 
2 E aC*, namely, (- yi, - y2, ya)r. Direct computation gives (z, Ay) = yl + 
yi ys + y2 y3 > 0. Both (LO, l)r, ( - IO, 1)r E K are orthogonal to (0, 1,O)r E 
~C*.But((0,1,O)T,A(l,O,1)T)=0,((0,1,O)T,A(-1,0,1)T)>O.S~,withthe 
exception of (LO, l)r, for every y #O in the face spanned by (IO, 1)r and 
(-l,O,l)r, ((O,l,O)r,Ay)>O. However, ((-l,O,‘r)r,A(l,O,l)r)>O, with 
( - 1, 0,l)r E NT* orthogonal to (1, 0,l)r. Therefore A E Z’( C). 
A$ET,(C) because (-l,O,l)rEC and (A+aZ)(-l,O,l)r=(-2-a,2,2+ 
o)*E C for all real (Y. 
Also A r~z’(C*). This is because corresponding to (l,O, 1)rE X*, there 
is a unique vector in X orthogonal to it, namely, (- l,O, 1)r. However, 
((-,O,l)T,AT(l,O,l)T)=(A(-l,O,l)r, (l,O,l)r)=O. 
It is to be noted that Problems 2 and 5 are actually related 
following way: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let C be a cone in R”. Zf r;(C) = Z’(C), then 
AEZ’(C)+ATEX’(C*). 
We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA. A~rir;(C) iflATEr;( 
in the 
Proof. AEr,!(C), iff A+aZ~m(c) and ((A+crZ)+Z)“-‘ET+(C) 
for some real (Y, 
iff A*+LYZET(C*) and ((AT+aZ)+Z)“-lE?r+(C*) for some real cr,iff 
A ’ E T;( C*). n 
A NOTE ON CROSS-POSITIVE MATRICES 
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose r;(C) = Z’(C). Then 
AEZ’(C)*AE?r;(C) 
*A ’ E T;( C”) 
*ATEE’( 
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